BLURRED BEAUTIFUL
Choreographed by Maggie Kolkena, June 2014

After count-off, 3 head nods on 3 counts
Yell “Everybody get up!” with the band

Blurred Lines Intro—32 counts
March L/R, low/high; arms pumping (first step lands on “UP” of yell)
STRUT: walk L 4 cts, flick hand, reverse; repeat(16 counts)
Bouncy break on last 4 counts: sink, ball change (1-and-2-and-3-and-4-and)

Blurred lines Verse 1 (32 counts)
Step L-together R 4 x facing right; reverse
Prancy walk: L, R, L, ball-change; reverse, repeat on L
Bouncy break RIGHT side

Blurred Lines Verse 2 (32 counts)
STRUT: walk L 4 cts, flick hand, reverse; repeat(16 counts)
March L/R, low/high 12 counts; arms pumping
Bouncy break on last 4 counts: sink L, ball change (1-and-2-and-3-and-4-step R)

Blurred Lines Chorus (64 counts)
Marching L, R: L arm up-1, R arm up -2, hold 3,4
Rows 1 & 3 arms into chest, low V; in, high V; repeat; brings arms in and HOLD
Rows 2 and 4: arms into chest, high V; in, low V; repeat, bring arms in –HOLD
Repeat all
Repeat Blurred lines arching: L arm up-1, R arm up -2, hold 3,4
Chassez L, R, L, R, L, R (6 times)
Repeat original with V arms

Blurred Lines Verse 3 (32 counts)
Step L-together R 4 x facing right; reverse TWO ONLY
Bouncy break L; 4 counts
March L/R, low/high; arms pumping 12 counts; Bouncy break

Blurred Lines Chorus Repeat (32 counts)
Marching: L arm up-1, R arm up -2, hold 3,4
Rows 1 & 3 arms into chest, low V; in, high V; repeat; brings arms in and HOLD
Rows 2 and 4: arms into chest, high V; in, low V; repeat, bring arms in –HOLD
Repeat all
Marching: L arm up-1, R arm up -2, hold 3,4
Transition to Beautiful
Scoop L, R; double scoop L, double scoop R

Beautiful Verse 1
Marching l arm front, R arm front (like “stop”); arm swerve a la Chinese tunes
L arm out to side-1; R arm side-2, cross both over heart and quick ‘heartbeat’
Repeat All
STRUT: walk L 4 cts, flick hand, reverse; repeat(16 counts)

Beautiful Chorus
Marching; 16 counts, V arms from above; starting up
Chassez L, R, L, R,
Marching l arm front, R arm front (like “stop”); arm swerve a la Chinese tunes
Repeat All
L arm out to side-1; R arm side-2, cross L, R over heart and slow ‘heartbeat’

Transition to Mash-Up
Scoop L 2x; reverse; repeat
STRUT: walk L 4 cts, flick hand, reverse; repeat(16 counts)

Mash-Up
Marching
‘blurred lines”: L arm up-1, R arm up -2, hold 3,4
‘beautiful’: arm swerve a la Chinese tunes
Repeat 3x
L arm out to side-1; R arm side-2, cross L, R over heart and slow ‘heartbeat’
Repeat all

L arm out to side-1; R arm side-2, cross L, R over heart and slow ‘heartbeat’
Finish 1 count, arms low to side